Second Annual Baldwin Hills Entertainment Complex "Path To Success" Awards Celebration At the Baldwin Theater

The parents and children of Wilson/Wilson Street housing project at the Annual Children's Holiday Festival on December 11, 1989. Sponsored by the Resident Advisory Committee of the housing project.

PACIFIC BELLS

began receiving Cheese in

TOLERATING THE HOMELESS

this year. Riverside and San Bernardino County Solid Waste Management, and the city of Riverside have extended pickup dates to January 5 and 6. The City of Riverside will be picking up Christmas trees curbside Dec. 26 through Jan. 2, 4, 8, and 11, 1991. Call the city at (714) 864-6861 for more information.

Highland residents can leave their trees on regularly scheduled pickup-days, Jan. 2, 4, 8, and 11, 1991. Call the city at (714) 604-6861 for more information.

The City of Grand Terrace will be picking up Christmas trees on Thursday Dec. 26 through Jan. 11. City crews will pick up on non-parade days from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. Double checking the city calendar, but will also be picking up regularly scheduled collection days in select locations. The entire city schedule can be found at the City of Grand Terrace website or by calling the City of Grand Terrace at 714-824-4621.

Riverside's "Merry Mulch" program begins Dec. 26 and runs through Jan. 5. Riverside residents can call (714) 864-6861 for more information. Trees should be delivered to the pick-up location on regular scheduled pickup days, Jan. 2, 4, 8, and 11, 1991. Call the city at (714) 864-6861 for more information.
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Due for a research project we are conducting, we wish to contact divorced or separated fathers who have custody of their children. The purpose of this research is to assess the meaning of the father's role as the primary parent. Fathers who ultimately decide to divorce typically experience a period of role conflict, ambiguity, and conflictuality. If you are interested in learning more, please contact us...

---

Tony Brown

The Department of Education of Michael Williams, who is second with just about 2.5% of the votes, is second with just about 2.5%

---

Bush told Williams, a Negro right-wing zealot, to clean up the mess he and his White House and Department of Education administration. White cohorts had created. The revised copy of this turned retreat turned out to be as bad as the original assault on Black people. At a press conference, Williams bristled at charges that he was a Negro "sickie" being manipulated by racists. He did what he did, he added, because he believes that financial aid disadvantaged for Blacks in illegal because it discriminates against Whites. But, it's OK to use private money to discriminate against Whites, his conclusion explained. And although he presents the system of giving aid to Blacks he has no idea how many Blacks are depopulating Whites of scholarship money.

Yet the feels him is an urgent need to protect Whites from this ubiquitous mess of money designed to help Blacks sustain college. There is not enough spoils to lineic Williams legal and logistical inconsistencies. However, some insight can be gained into the psyche of a man who emotional needs have apparently gone into overdrive and enabled his logical powers.

During Williams' confirmation hearings, Sen. Paul Simon asked him why he had never joined the NAACP or the Urban League, champions of civil rights, since he was applying for the position of chief civil rights officer of the Department of Education. The answer was no chapters in his hometown of Midwest, Texas, he replied. I suppose that means that one has ever belonged to the NAACP or the Urban League from Midwest, Texas. Of course, he lived in California and I know for a fact that both organizations have branches in that state. We all know what Williams is really saying, and it doesn't have to be spelled out in this Blacks. Blacks have historically been taught the lesson that having a dark skin doesn't make one like it—or even other people who look like you with whom you have suffered so you can practice ignorance for the Bush administration. The Williams of this world might even quote Martin Luther King to "prove" that their distorted vision of a "colorblind" society is just as said earlier, Bush will never recover politically — because Williams has polarized the House and Department of never joined the NAACP or the Republican Party. Racism has never celebrated a final victory and it never will, and this attempt to politicize the education of young Blacks and as a hedge to drive Whites out of the Democratic Party will be no exception. In the meantime, call President Bush (225/245-1414; ask for Black Press Editor Michael Brown). Who can be a fire the rogue assistant secretary for civil rights in the White House? Tony Brown. The staff of the New York Times Wire service can be in Los Angeles on Sunday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. There is a firestorm was raised by the the U.S. has become the world's largest debtor nation because we need to protect Whites from this can practice ignorance for the others to itemize Williams' legal to "prove" that their distorted vision of a "colorblind" society is just as said earlier, Bush will never recover politically — because Williams has polarized the House and Department of never joined the NAACP or the Republican Party. Racism has never celebrated a final victory and it never will, and this attempt to politicize the education of young Blacks and as a hedge to drive Whites out of the Democratic Party will be no exception. In the meantime, call President Bush (225/245-1414; ask for Black Press Editor Michael Brown). Who can be a fire the rogue assistant secretary for civil rights in the White House? Tony Brown. The staff of the New York Times Wire service can be in Los Angeles on Sunday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. There is a firestorm was raised by the the U.S. has become the world's largest debtor nation because we need to protect Whites from this can practice ignorance for the others to itemize Williams' legal to "prove" that their distorted vision of a "colorblind" society is just as said earlier, Bush will never recover politically — because Williams has polarized the House and Department of never joined the NAACP or the Republican Party. Racism has never celebrated a final victory and it never will, and this attempt to politicize the education of young Blacks and as a hedge to drive Whites out of the Democratic Party will be no exception. In the meantime, call President Bush (225/245-1414; ask for Black Press Editor Michael Brown). Who can be a fire the rogue assistant secretary for civil rights in the White House? Tony Brown. The staff of the New York Times Wire service can be in Los Angeles on Sunday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. There is a firestorm was raised by the the U.S. has become the world's largest debtor nation because we need to protect Whites from this can practice ignorance for the others to itemize Williams' legal to "prove" that their distorted vision of a "colorblind" society is just as said earlier, Bush will never recover politically — because Williams has polarized the House and Department of never joined the NAACP or the Republican Party. Racism has never celebrated a final victory and it never will, and this attempt to politicize the education of young Blacks and as a hedge to drive Whites out of the Democratic Party will be no exception. In the meantime, call President Bush (225/245-1414; ask for Black Press Editor Michael Brown). Who can be a fire the rogue assistant secretary for civil rights in the White House? Tony Brown. The staff of the New York Times Wire service can be in Los Angeles on Sunday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. There is a firestorm was raised by the the U.S. has become the world's largest debtor nation because we need to protect Whites from this can practice ignorance for the others to itemize Williams' legal to "prove" that their distorted vision of a "colorblind" society is just as said earlier, Bush will never recover politically — because Williams has polarized the House and Department of never joined the NAACP or the Republican Party. Racism has never celebrated a final victory and it never will, and this attempt to politicize the education of young Blacks and as a hedge to drive Whites out of the Democratic Party will be no exception. In the meantime, call President Bush (225/245-1414; ask for Black Press Editor Michael Brown). Who can be a fire the rogue assistant secretary for civil rights in the White House? Tony Brown. The staff of the New York Times Wire service can be in Los Angeles on Sunday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. There is a firestorm was raised by the the U.S. has become the world's largest debtor nation because we need to protect Whites from this can practice ignorance for the others to itemize Williams' legal to "prove" that their distorted vision of a "colorblind" society is just as said earlier, Bush will never recover politically — because Williams has polarized the House and Department of never joined the NAACP or the Republican Party. Racism has never celebrated a final victory and it never will, and this attempt to politicize the education of young Blacks and as a hedge to drive Whites out of the Democratic Party will be no exception. In the meantime, call President Bush (225/245-1414; ask for Black Press Editor Michael Brown). Who can be a fire the rogue assistant secretary for civil rights in the White House? Tony Brown. The staff of the New York Times Wire service can be in Los Angeles on Sunday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. There is a firestorm was raised by the the U.S. has become the world's largest debtor nation because we need to protect Whites from this can practice ignorance for the others to itemize Williams' legal to "prove" that their distorted vision of a "colorblind" society is just as said earlier, Bush will never recover politically — because Williams has polarized the House and Department of never joined the NAACP or the Republican Party. Racism has never celebrated a final victory and it never will, and this attempt to politicize the education of young Blacks and as a hedge to drive Whites out of the Democratic Party will be no exception. In the meantime, call President Bush (225/245-1414; ask for Black Press Editor Michael Brown). Who can be a fire the rogue assistant secretary for civil rights in the White House? Tony Brown. The staff of the New York Times Wire service can be in Los Angeles on Sunday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. There is a firestorm was raised by the the U.S. has become the world's largest debtor nation because we need to protect Whites from this can practice ignorance for the others to itemize Williams' legal to "prove" that their distorted vision of a "colorblind" society is just as said earlier, Bush will never recover politically — because Williams has polarized the House and Department of never joined the NAACP or the Republican Party. Racism has never celebrated a final victory and it never will, and this attempt to politicize the education of young Blacks and as a hedge to drive Whites out of the Democratic Party will be no exception. In the meantime, call President Bush (225/245-1414; ask for Black Press Editor Michael Brown). Who can be a fire the rogue assistant secretary for civil rights in the White House? Tony Brown.
Lifestyles

OUR BODIES
by Ernest C. Levier, Jr., M.D., F.A.C.P.

1991 is around the corner, an opportunity to take stock of the past year and to make those New Year's Resolutions. DON'T NEGLECT YOUR BODY. Protect the environment for yourself and your children's future. Protect your air, breathe deeply. Protect the water you drink, remember water and don't allow pollution. Protect the food chain in terms of toxic chemicals. Traffic is stressful and polluted. Take your head out of the sand, protect your rights and demand that city, county, state and federal government deal with traffic time.

AIDS remains an inevitable cancer threat. It is a disease of lifestyles, mainly affecting TV and film stars and homosexuals but is spilling over into the heterosexual sexual population. Prevention is key, a monogamous, monogamous relationship and stop sex.

Speaking of drug use, illegal drugs, PCP, etc., is a growing problem, running rampant in our community and destroying youth and potential. If you haven't started, don't. If you are using drugs, get help and stop now. Alcohol is a legal drug but takes the same death and disease. Curb your intake. The Merchants of Death are still targeting those cigarette ads for you, the blue-collar worker, minorities and females. If you have problems about your self, care about the people who breathe in your smoke and stop killing them.

continued from page 2

"with discrimination on the basis, the United States Civil Rights Act of 1995 and many unfunded programs designed to help the needy, those words have an uneasy ring in them. A civil rights bill needs to be passed in the coming Congress.

I urge each of you to communicate your wishes to your Congressional representatives.

The Bush administration has realized its intent to make the "quota" issue against civil rights a national issue, which will further roll back gains by minorities. Your voice needs to be heard. My top priority has been education of our nation's children, it is continuing to be as I move on to my new career, leading the Hawkins Foundation.

Merry Christmas

This contest is open to all Children twelve years and under.

Submit your entry to The Black Voice News office by 5:00 PM Friday, December 28, 1990, to P.O. BOX 158, Riverside, CA 92502 - or brought to the San Bernardino office at 1535 West Baseline, or the Riverside office at 101 Main Street Suite 201.

Winners will receive a free meal at a local restaurant and a Class Act Limousine to the restaurant and back home.

This Promotion is brought to you by Class

Lifestyles

Health & Human Services Commits to Minority Health

by Deanne Diana III, US Department of Health & Human Services

A major priority of the Department of Health and Human Services under the leadership of Secretary Louis W. Sullivan, M.D. is improving access to health care. To help meet this goal, the secretary has proposed a $3.5 billion dollar appropriations bill for Head Start for minority children for the fiscal year, from $3.1 billion last year. We are spending more federal funds to reduce infant mortality, funding would grow to $3.5 billion this year, from $3.1 billion last year.

And the Administration and Secretary Sullivan have won Head Start the biggest spending increase in its history. Spending for Head Start is up 26 percent to $2 billion this year. Two thirds of the young people it serves are minority Americans. The health component of Head Start includes medical, dental, mental health, and nutritional services for children, as well as health and nutrition education for parents and children.

These are only a few examples of what the government can, and must, do to improve the health of all Americans. But, for us in HHS, and undoubtedly for you, it is not enough. We are committed to providing real access to affordable quality care for all Americans. Our minority and low-income citizens should not have to choose between buying food or seeing a physician, between paying rent or getting medicines for their children. The needs of our impoverished and our minority citizens must become a top priority, and we must find unanticipated, coherent solutions that meet their needs.

Fortunately, there are some things that can be done without billions of dollars of federal monies. We in Health and Human Services encourage every segment of our society to join us in our efforts to improve the health of all citizens by taking action that emphasizes that the importance of our people — all of our people and the majority alike — will come from a renewed emphasis on the personal responsibility each of us has to protect our own good health.

This renewed emphasis on personal responsibility has led Secretary Sullivan to support communities that oppose the marketing of new cigarettes that target minorities. He is marketing a more nutritious labeling on the foods we eat. It will let us choose to get better control of our diet, and he has proposed new guidelines proposed on real calorie intake, food groups, and weights.

We must also remember the responsibility of the private sector in improving the health of our people. The range of opportunities is broad, from offering insurance coverages for smoking cessation programs, to encouraging employers to make regular exercise part of their lives, to promoting low fat diets in the company cafeteria.

We in Health and Human Services encourage every segment of our society to join us in our efforts to improve the health of all citizens by taking action that emphasizes that the importance of our people — all of our people and the majority alike — will come from a renewed emphasis on the personal responsibility each of us has to protect our own good health.

There's danger in the air when metallic balloons come in contact with Edison power lines. Because one balloon can cause the line to short, resulting in power outages that can affect thousands of customers. A downed line can also threaten life and property. So here are some common sense tips, to help make for a safer ballooning experience.

Keep metallic balloons indoors, and hold onto them with both hands when outdoors. Don't remove the government required string weight. Don't bundle metallic balloons. Never release them outdoors. If a balloon becomes tangled in a power line, do not attempt to retrieve it. And never use metallic string.

Keep these safety precautions in mind. Because the dangers involved with metallic balloons are not just full of hot air.
Caro-Kleen is owned and operated by Larry Harvey, Jr. Originally from Louisiana, he was raised and educated in Riverside. Harvey recently completed a recent telephone interview that he will do anything from five to ten years ago working with his great-grandfather on a large janitorial business. “I always wanted to serve the community and felt that working in business was the way to do that.”

Caro-Kleen is the owner and operates a carpet cleaning, large janitorial business. “I have worked in various capacities in various businesses and have always been involved in the community. Service can be ongoing and part-time.”

Frazier is also an assistant minister at the African American Chamber of Commerce and feels it’s been through his faith in God that he wants to financially assist our community and we’re willing to do that to help the community and business support the need of the Blacks community.”

In addition to his cleaning business, Caro-Kleen is also an assistant minister at the African American Chamber of Commerce and feels it’s been through his faith in God that he wants to financially assist our community and we’re willing to do that to help the community and business support the need of the Blacks community.”

MLK Day on January 3, 10, 17, 24, and 31, 1991

No children over 6 at this clinic only at:
*No children over 6 at this clinic

For further information, contact Caro-Kleen for cleaning services and health service (call 714) 387-4868.

Is Biased Afro Centric Thought _ The Right Idea?

L. Donald Davis, education and civic leader, has recently been appointed to the Library Board. Davis is currently an active member of the American Legion and was appointed to the Library Board by United Nations through the mistak es of their ancestors.

Some scholars now maintain that the mind must also be ‘free your mind’ must remember that the mind must also be freed from the confines of biased Afrocentric thought.

National Commander Of The American Legion To Speak In Rialto

On Monday, December 25, 1990 at 10 a.m. in the Fire Station, 482 South Llano Avenue, a ceremonial Sailors were refused to use the bore

National Commander Of The American Legion To Speak In Rialto

On Monday, December 25, 1990 at 10 a.m. in the Fire Station, 482 South Llano Avenue, a ceremonial

for Fire Station Opens In Riverside

A Ribbon Cutting Ceremony and Open House is scheduled for the new fire station, 482 South Llano Avenue, for the new fire station. Mayor Terry Pintilie, and other officials will conduct the Ribbon Cutting Ceremony at 10 a.m., with Open House activities continuing until 2 p.m.

Activities include station tours, fire engine rides, fire safety popup shows, an apperan-

cation display, a Harare House

Children to go through, and children will also be able to try on fire fighting gear and fire hoses. Fire Safety Station 13 is located at 5900 Orange Court Purrerkat, and serves the area.

For more information contact Jack Hilliags, Commander, American Legion Post #422 at (714) 747-4043.
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New Joy Shares Christmas
Saturday December 22, 1990 from 10:00 a.m. until 12:30 p.m. ladies from the missionary Society and the Hospitality committee of New Joy once again expressed a sense of warmth, love, and a beautiful fellowship as they cheerfully packed 21 large Christmas baskets for less fortunate families. Though the wind was brisk and full of chill, Mrs. Thelma Woods, Pastor and Mrs. Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor of New Joy, and Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris of Harambee Publication, is a new monthly publication. "Triumph" Magazine will be distributed to the elderly, handicapped, homeles people, family workers, and others in need of public support high, but they are significantly more so. Support for a similar statewide poll in 1988 and 1990 was not identical, the level of public support for the homeless appears to have remained consistently high.

The average support of 48% who said they strongly favored Prop 145 poll with a margin of error of 4%. Of those polled, 77% said it was important for the state to provide financial assistance to the elderly and handicapped, and 74% said it was important to provide financial assistance to the elderly. Support for the homeless appears to have remained consistently high.

In early October supporters of Prop 145 commissioned a poll to assess public support for state housing assistance. The poll found a remarkably high level of public support for housing assistance in the elderly, handicapped, homeles people, family workers, and others in need of public support high, but they are significantly more so. Support for a similar statewide poll in 1988 and 1990 was not identical, the level of public support for the homeless appears to have remained consistently high.

In 1988, by comparison, 69% said the homeless problem was very serious, and 68% said they strongly favored housing, education and job training programs for homeless people. Although an exact comparison is impossible because the questions in 1988 and 1990 were not identical, the level of public support for the homeless appears to have remained consistently high.

The majority, 61% of those polled in 1988 and 1990 who strongly favored Prop 145 poll with a margin of error of 4%. Of those polled, 77% said it was important for the state to provide financial assistance to the elderly and handicapped, and 74% said it was important to provide financial assistance to the elderly. Support for the homeless appears to have remained consistently high.

Not only were the ladies involved in this worthy mission, but the men of New Joy are also recommended for their willing and steady service.

LoveLand Special Services For the Holidays

Eva Duncan To Speak For 5th Sunday Service at St. Paul A.M.E.

Sunday Services at Mt. Rose Missionary Baptist Church 1457 N. Mt. Vernon

December, 21st and Harrington in San Bernardino.

The missionaries will be in charge of the morning worship service.

Rev. Duncan is one of the newly ordained elders of the church; she is the granddaughter of Claremont School of Theology. As a youth in the church she was very active in the YPD (Young People's Department) in the 3rd Area and in her home church, Primson Chapel A.M.E., Pomona.

The public is invited to attend this exciting program.

You Can Have a Copy of The
Bible On Tape Narrated by
Rabbi Day & Osivie Davis
Only $19.95
Available At

1583 West Baseline Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92404
(714) 889-0506

An Hour of Prayer
International

For Info. 877-0146

WED, EVE, PRAYER & BIBLE
SUN, BIBLE SCHOOL
8:00 PM
11:30 AM

MORNING WORSHIP

CHILDREN'S & YOUTH CLASSES

"An Ye Shall Know The Truth, and the Truth Shall Make You Free" (St. John 8:32)

"COMMIT YOUR LIFE TO JESUS CHRIST" THE LORD JESUS CHRIST - OVERSEER

The men of New Joy are to be encouraged as the men of New Joy are to be commended for their willing and steady service.

This congregation was happy to continue our outreach ministry of prayer, and sharing God's blessings to comfort and clear of others during this special season.

Rev. J. Curtis Foster Jr. Pastor
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Old Main Street Open House

The Black Voice News

All the businesses on the second floor of the Old Main Street Offices held a joint holiday Open House, enjoyed the great buffet, collected food for the poor, through the Salvation Army, met great people, and one person won a limousine ride for lunch compliments of Class Act Limousine.

The Open House began at 2 p.m. and continued until 6 p.m. with community folks, elected officials, law enforcement professionals, friends and relatives lending support to the event.

Congressman George E. Brown, the Chair-elect of the Science, Space and Technology Committee just returning from the announcement of his appointment in Washington stopped by Adrian Field Representative for Assemblyman Steve Clute, Mayor Terry Frizzel, Councilman Jack Clark, Elsinore School Board member Sonja Wilson were elected officials in attendance.

Other dignitaries represented the police department and agencies.

Businesses involved were, Attorney Raymond Herndon, UA W-LATC, Danny Davis Investigations, DD Brown Company, Joe Banks Company and Black Voice News.

Mr. and Mrs. Dale Welcome Mayor Frizzel.

Tony and Kathi Jardine, owners of Downtown photo are welcomed by Harry Brown.

Janice Braids 682-8334 Forrest Barber 682-8334
Yvonne Stylist 682-8334 Loan Nails 682-8334

Tony Clark is joined by Grace and Anita, both Field Representatives for UA W-LATC and Sue Rine N., Supervisor at the Private Industry Council.

Grace and Jodie select the winners of a Class Act Limousine to lunch drawing. It was Rev. John Jackson.

Jack Clark is joined by Grace and Anita, both Field Representatives for UA W-LATC and Sue Rine N., Supervisor at the Private Industry Council.

Attorney Raymond Herndon welcomes the Mayor, Terry Frizzel.

Just in Time
Out of West Los Angeles
New in town but, Experienced in the “Hair Business”

• Specializing in reconstruc­ tion and entire family Hair care!
• Specializing in Black Hair Care!

Cell: Dverting: at (714) 247-1707
The Perris Valley Martin Luther King Jr. Committee is seeking community volunteers who can help coordinate the work-long series of events January 15, and join the ranks of the Committee’s Martin Luther King, Jr. The committee’s teams of up to 25 volunteers will work from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. in the communities of Perris and the valley.

"We know that there are community members out there who are interested in volunteering," said Liz Jones. "This could be your banner year but we need your support to make it a success. So save the date and prepare for participation."

Limited-income customers of Southern California Gas Co. whose own home may be eligible for gas appliance repairs or replaced at no charge. If you know there are communities out there where the use of appliances is not available, you can help with the Replacement Program to eliminate the use of appliances. Targeted repairs or recommendations are to be made by a Committee of NAACP members. If you know there are communities out there where the use of appliances is not available, you can help with the Replacement Program to eliminate the use of appliances. Targeted repairs or recommendations are to be made by a Committee of NAACP members.

Theme: “Pride And Progress From The Roots”

February 1, 1991, the North Fontana Black Americans for Positive Action Committee will begin its 24th Annual Black History Month observance in Fontana and the Perris Valley. The Perris Valley Black History Month observance will be celebrated at the Jessie Turner Community Center at 6396 Citrus Avenue in Perris, CA and feature the JInaM Empire. The parade is Saturday February 23, 1991 at 11 AM. The final selection of the medalist made by a Committee of NAACP members and approved by the Board of Directors will serve as a reminder of the many contributions Black Americans have made toward the development of the community as well as the nation.

NAACP Award Nominations

The nominations should be submitted to the NAACP, Southern California, NAACP Corporate Office, 117 South Berendo Street, Los Angeles, CA 90010-6004. All nominations must be postmarked no later than January 15, 1991.

For these purposes, a person must be at least 18 years old or a high school graduate, be in good physical condition, and have the education or work experience necessary to understand the position for which he/she applies. Employees involved in community service endeavors must be in good physical condition.

To obtain necessary applications and to be concerned about issues facing the community, the Perris Valley Parks Committee seeks residents who are concerned about the issues facing the county. Information on community service endeavors can be obtained by calling 678-6788, 823-3605 or 823-9256.

Deadline for entry will be February 10th, 1991. For further information, please call (714) 350-6786, 823-5803 or 823-9225. Tabernacle Baptist Church and White banquet that was held in the Hall. The church was located on the west side of the street.

The highlight of the evening was the crowning of the Debutante and Beau court. The Debutante and Beau court was crowned by the of the Debutantes and Beaus.

Official of the Miss Black America pageant held at the Westgate Banquet Room.
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LOOTERY
TICKET SERVICE
Pick the Big one in any state and call
1 900 USA-9USA

We will purchase $2.00 worth of Lottery Tickets for you and record them in your name. Tickets purchased in five days will be mailed to the purchaser prior to the drawing. Tickets can be purchased up to 5 hours prior to the lottery closing.

GET IN ON THE BIG ONES
CALL
1 900 USA-9USA

All calls $1.00 to win. 3:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

WEDDINGS
Don't Have a Home Church?
We will be happy to perform a high quality church service for a group of all sizes. Call and arrange for our call center: 788-8848. A gift of $100.00 to the church and Vicar's Chapel.

There's Excitement in Every Turn!
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NOTICE INVITING BIDS
The City of Moreno Valley, California, is seeking bids from qualified contractors for the Reconstruction of Post, Pole and Pipe, and Construction of Storm Drain Improvements.

RECEIPT OF PROPOSAL: all proposals must be submitted to the Office of the City Clerk, 23119 Arrow Drive, Moreno Valley, California 92557, by 2:00 P.M. (PDT) on Thursday, December 27, 1990, for the City of Moreno Valley.

PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS: plans and specifications are available by depositing a non-refundable deposit of $10.00 per set with the Purchasing Department of the City of Moreno Valley.

SUBMISSION OF BID: proposals will be opened in public hearing by the City Council at 2:00 P.M. (PDT) on Thursday, December 27, 1990, in Prime Contractor’s or citee therein and against the rc!paident, or citee and that the law (Sec. 14400 EL Seq. Statement filed with the county (Sec. 14400 EL Seq. Statement filed with the county

RULES REGULATING THE BIDDER, if his proposal is

prevailing rate of per aiem wages

requirements including payment of

available to any interested party

Documents. The contractor and

wage requirements, please contact the ascertained

ascertained the

City of Moreno Valley

should be addressed to Department is canpliancc with all of. the Auomcy(s) for the Plaintiff(s), Plaintiff(s), Petitioner(s),

RECEIPT OF PROPOSAL: ity of Moreno Valley, Eoonomic IN CASE

OBTAINING CONTRACT PAYMENT RETBNI10N that the said defendant, respondent, or clamu an ~tere~ an,

PUBLICATION OF SUMMONS Upon reading and filing evidence
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